APPENDIX C to CAAP 5.14-2(0) – AERONAUTICAL KNOWLEDGE – KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT TOOL

In section 8 of this CAAP it is recommended that trainee aeronautical knowledge be assessed as satisfactory before commencing the CAO 40.1.7 course components. This Appendix provides an aeronautical knowledge assessment tool that CFI’s can use as a template for the development of flying school specific material.

The following pages contain a list of 77 questions targeted at aeronautical knowledge. The questions are in a variety of formats and are best suited for use during a verbal question and answer exercise as described in section 8 of this CAAP.

There is no recommended formal pass mark. Instead it is recommended that all identified areas of knowledge deficiency should be satisfactorily addressed prior to considering the aeronautical knowledge satisfactory.
Aeronautical Knowledge – Sample Questions

1. Describe the 4 stroke cycle as applied to a light aircraft engine.
2. What is the purpose of the carburettor and how does it work?
3. Why do aeroplane engines have dual ignition systems?
4. How does a magneto work?
5. What is an impulse coupling and what does it do?
6. How does an engine tachometer work?
7. When a circuit breaker “pops” how many times should you reset it and why?
8. Describe the aeroplane refueling process from our local fuel bowser.
9. Describe how you check for water contamination.
10. How do you ‘positively’ check for the absence of water in the aeroplane fuel tanks?
11. Detonation:
   - What is it?
   - How is it caused?
   - What is its effect?
   - How do you fix it?
12. In normal cruise flight, what will be the indications of a magneto failure?
13. What are the indications of carburetor icing during the various flight phases?
14. When are you most likely to get carburetor icing?
15. When operating below 3000’ above mean sea level what are the visual meteorological conditions requirements?
16. When should you activate the following aeroplane lighting systems:
   - Anti-collision lights?
   - Strobe lights?
   - Navigation lights?
17. Describe how to correctly set the mixture control for the various flight phases.
18. What are thrust and power? How are they developed in one of the training aeroplanes?
19. How would you configure a piston-engine aircraft with a fixed pitch propeller for:
   - Maximum range in no wind conditions and why?
   - Maximum endurance and why?
20. What are the maximum range and maximum endurance configurations for our training aircraft?
21. How are these configurations in Q 20 derived?
22. While maintaining a turn with a constant angle of bank, what happens to the radius of turn if you change the airspeed, and why?
23. State the lift formula and define each component.
24. Demonstrate a practical application of the lift formula.
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25. Describe Bernoulli’s theorem.
26. Describe how you would achieve a minimum radius level turn in our training aircraft.
27. Describe how the stability of our training aircraft is affected as the loaded center of gravity is moved progressively to the aft limit.
28. What is the difference between equal time point and point of no return? Describe how you calculate these figures.
29. What is our flying school fuel policy and how do we calculate the following?:
   - Taxi Fuel
   - Circuit manoeuvring fuel
   - Trip fuel
   - Variable reserve
   - Fixed reserve
   - Margin fuel.
30. When calculating a lowest safe altitude on a night VFR light, what splay do we use from a Navaid?
31. What is the difference between pilot activated lighting and aerodrome frequency response unit aerodrome lighting?
32. Describe how to calculate pressure altitude and density altitude.
33. What is the automatic enroute information service and how do you access it?
34. What is an Isoganal?
35. What is magnetic dip and when is it most noticeable?
36. In relation to the principles of operation of a gyro, describe the following characteristics:
   - Precession
   - Rigidity.
37. What is the purpose of a counterweight in a constant speed unit mechanism?
38. What is washout and what is its purpose?
39. Why do we check the magnetos prior to shut down?
40. What is a fohn wind?
41. What is virga?
42. Describe the principles for calculating specific ground range.
43. What is Coriolis force?
44. What are Hadley cells?
45. Interpret the following weather related messages.
   - METAR YBMK 010300Z AUTO 05014KT 9999NDV // NCD 31/22 Q1010 RMK RF04.0/010.0
   - METAR/TTF YBBN 0300Z 18020 9999 - RASH BKN020 18/16 Q1017 RMK RF00.0/000.0 NOSIG
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46. What is a mountain wave and what conditions are most likely to generate these?

47. What is a katabatic wind?

48. What frequency band does the Very High Frequency Omni Range work on?

49. How do you test if the VOR is serviceable and generating accurate data?

50. How does a GPS unit calculate its position?

51. How do you know if the GPS unit is serviceable and generating accurate data?

52. On the whiteboard, draw a graph showing the level flight - power required and power available curves.
   - Point out the maximum and minimum level flight speeds and explain why
   - Point out the maximum range and maximum endurance speeds and explain why.

53. What is an:
   - Earth gyro
   - Rate gyro.

54. Explain what is likely to happen if the aeroplane vacuum gauge is consistently indicating well below the green arc for the flight.

55. How do you check the magnetos at the conclusion of a flight and why?

56. What do you check during a post flight inspection and why?

57. Using the supplied maintenance release – flying school to supply, explain the following:
   - Is the aeroplane currently serviceable for flight?
   - How many hours can the aeroplane be flown before it next requires maintenance?
   - Expand on the maintenance requirements listed in Part 2 of the MR.

58. What is the purpose of a mass balance fitted to a primary aerodynamic control surface?

59. What is a frise aileron and what is its purpose?

60. Why is the tail plane angle of incidence usually smaller than the wing angle of incidence?

61. What is asymmetric propeller blade effect?

62. How does a carburetor accelerator pump work?

63. Explain ‘full throttle height’.

64. Why is the vertical fin offset in some aeroplanes?

65. Why is pre-stall buffet felt through the controls in some aeroplanes?

66. What is the reason for removing stone chips from a metal propeller blade and who is authorised to do it?

67. Name three possible applications of a sideslip.
68. What is the limiting factor in a sideslip?

69. Explain the possible effects of running an aeroplane piston engine with either too rich or too lean fuel mixture settings.

70. You are flying a single engine light aeroplane fitted with a constant speed propeller. In the event of a total engine failure what propeller pitch setting do you select and why?

71. You are flying a single engine light aeroplane fitted with a constant speed propeller. In the event of a total loss of engine oil, what will happen to the propeller and why?

72. Explain a dynamic stall.

73. During your pre-flight inspection of a single engine light aeroplane fitted with a constant speed propeller, you note the manifold pressure gauge reading. What should it read and why?

74. What is an inset hinge balance?

75. What is the purpose of a ‘shower of sparks’ device fitted to some aeroplanes?

76. Why do most gliders have high aspect ratio wings? What are the advantages and disadvantages and why?

77. What are the performance implications of flying an aeroplane out of balance and why?